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Abstract. This book presents a seminar interested in creating a forum that would encourage the further development of
the conversation between strategists and the churches which was generated by pastoral letter.

When the atomic bomb was invented and dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August of , it was not just
the Second World War that was ended. The whole human race entered its end-time as well. That is meant in
an entirely non-religious sense. The endtime is the age in which the end of humanity is possible at any time.
Through the potentialities for a global nuclear war, the human race as a whole became mortal. No human
being could survive the nuclear winter that would follow a major nuclear war. Today it has been forgotten and
suppressed, pushed out of public awareness. But it hangs over humanity as a sombre fate. When the atomic
bomb was dropped on Hiroshima in , the quality of human history was fundamentally changed: Nobody
seriously expects that one day people will again stop being able to do what they can do now. Anyone who has
once learnt the formula can never again forget it. The fight for life is the fight against the nuclear end. If this is
our endtime, we try to make it as endless as possible by continually giving threatened life on earth new time
limits. This fight to postpone the end is a permanent fight for survival. It is a fight without victory, a fight
without an endâ€”and that at best. We can extend this nuclear endtime, but we and all the generations that
follow us must eke out life in this endtime under the Damoclean sword of the bomb. The lifetime of the
human race is no longer guaranteed by nature as it has been up to now; it must be ensured by human beings
through deliberate policies of survival. Up to now nature has regenerated the human race after epidemics and
world wars. Up to now nature has protected the human race from annihilation by individuals. From now on
this will no longer be the case. Ever since Hiroshima life has irrefutably become the primary task for human
culture, for political culture too. This means that all our decisions today must be considered in the light of the
life of coming generations. That is the new, hitherto unknown responsibility of all human beings. The nuclear
age is the first age shared by all nations and all human beings. Ever since Hiroshima, the many different
histories of the peoples on earth have become the shared world history of the one, single humanityâ€”but
initially only in a negative sense, in the mutual threat and the shared danger of annihilation. Today the nations
have entered the first common age of humanity, because they have all become the potential common object of
nuclear annihilation. In this situation the survival of the human race is only conceivable if the peoples organize
themselves into becoming the collective determining subject of action on behalf of survival. Ever since
Hiroshima, the survival of humanity has become indissolubly linked with the uniting of the peoples for the
purpose of together averting these deadly dangers. Only the unity of humanity will guarantee survival, and the
premise for the survival of every individual is the unity of humanity. The life-saving unification of humanity
in the age of nuclear threat demands the relativization of national interests, the democratization of the
conflict-laden ideologies, the recognition and acceptance of different religions, and the general subordination
of the peoples as a whole to their common concern for life. Army or the U.
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Download printable version Albert Einstein said: The unleashing of power of the atom bomb has changed
everything except our mode of thinking, and thus we head toward unparalleled catastrophes. Farrell described
the moment he saw the blast of the first atomic bomb: The effects could well be called unprecedented,
magnificent, beautiful, stupendous, and terrifying. No man-made phenomenon of such tremendous power had
ever occurred before. The lighting effects beggared description. The whole country was lighted by a searing
light with the intensity many times that of the midday sun. It was golden, purple, violet, gray and blue. It
lighted every peak, crevasse and ridge of the nearby mountain range with a clarity and beauty that cannot be
described and must be seen to be imagined. Seconds after the explosion came, first, the air blast pressing hard
against the people, to be followed almost immediately by the strong, sustained awesome roar which warned of
doomsday and made us feel we puny things were blasphemous to dare tamper with the forces heretofore
reserved for the Almighty. George Kennan, the distinguished American diplomat who originated the Cold War
containment policy toward the Soviet Union, said: The readiness to use nuclear weapons against other human
beings â€” against people we do not know, whom we have never seen, and whose guilt or innocence is not for
us to establish â€” and, in doing so, to place in jeopardy the natural structure upon which all civilization rests,
as though the safety and perceived interests of our own generation were more important than everything that
has taken place or could take place in civilization: When William Wilberforce began his famous campaign the
practice of one people enslaving another had existed for thousands of years. He had the courage to challenge
that paradigm. In so doing, he helped to bring an end to the terrible evil of the transatlantic slave trade. Would
he have achieved half as much? Would he have inspired the same fervor in others if he had set out to regulate
or reduce the slave trade rather than abolish it? The reigns of law and morality are necessary to control the
horses of technology and science and guide them from destruction into the greener pastures of creativity and
service for life. This is an existential and spiritual necessity in the nuclear age. The nuclear weapons age began
at 5: Mountain War Time, July 16, , when the first atom bomb was tested in a portion of the bleak barren
Alamogordo bombing range in the New Mexico desert chillingly named Jornado de Muerto Journey of Death.
After the thunderous roar of the shock wave, a huge pillar of smoke rose 30, feet, creating the first icon of the
nuclear ageâ€”the fearsome mushroom cloud. A blast of energy of unprecedented destructive magnitude
bathed the surrounding mountain in a brilliant light that could be seen miles away. Robert Oppenheimer,
Director of the Los Alamos Laboratory, the organization responsible for the design of the first atomic bomb as
part of the Manhattan Engineer District of the War Department, uttered a sober description from the Hindu
scripture, the Bhagavad-Gita: The use of a small portion of the arsenals in existence could entirely reverse
Genesis and erase the holy scripture of created living existence on planet earth. Is planning, organizing,
spending vast amounts of money over seven trillion dollars thus far , and daily deploying personnel and
weapons at the ready to accomplish this feat, the apex of human genius in the service of destruction, an
activity regarding which we should take a moral position? Should we be silent? There are now over 20,
nuclear bombs in existence with deployed and ready arsenals in the hands of eight nations containing over
thousands of megatons of destructive energy. This is a global arsenal more than sufficient to destroy the world
many times over. Conventional weapons typically have a destructive capability measurable in the release of
some number of tons of TNT. Presently the arsenals of the US and Russia alone have the destructive capacity
of over several hundred thousand Hiroshima-type bombs. There is no environmental threat greater than the
consequences of the explosion of these arsenals. Even a limited war would have a devastating and immediate
impact on a global scale dramatically harming the climate and in turn agriculture and stability. The blast and
firestorms would promptly kill over 20 million people immediately and widely disperse radioactive fallout.
The explosions and fires would then propel over 5 million tons of soot and smoke into the upper atmosphere.
Within days the temperature on the planet would drop 1. This abrupt cooling and darkening would reduce
rainfall causing agricultural disasters, mostly in the heartlands of America, Africa and Eurasia. The effects
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would persist for more than a decade. For anyone with a sense of environmental responsibility the abolition of
nuclear weapons is a clear imperative. Trident submarine can destroy cities and produce the global famine
described in the study. The United States has 14 of them, a fleet of land-based nuclear missiles, and an arsenal
of nuclear weapons that can be delivered by bombers. The Russians possess the same grotesque overkill
capacity. In addition to the security imperative there is a legal duty to achieve nuclear disarmament and an
ethical duty to fulfill promises made to do so. Many of the non-nuclear weapon states parties to the NPT have
been induced to legally bind themselves, under the NPT, to refrain from developing nuclear weapons by the
disarmament commitment of the nuclear nuclear-weapon states: Israel, Pakistan and India and North Korea are
the only countries presently not members of the Treaty. However, presently, despite quantitative reductions in
the arsenals of Russia and the US, all of these states are either modernizing or growing their arsenals and none
are taking the step of advancing the commencement of negotiations on a treaty or framework of legal
instruments, as UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon has urged, to achieve nuclear disarmament. Can a nuclear
apartheid world be a secure situation? Can this unequal situation be sustained? Imagine if the Biological
Weapons Convention universally banning biological weapons stated that no country can use polio or small
pox as a weapon but nine countries could use the plague as a weapon to maintain international peace and
security? This would be obviously impractical, incoherent and immoral. We all recognize that the plague is an
immoral and illegal weapon because of its destructive indiscriminate effects no matter who might use it.
Nuclear weapons we know are far more dangerous. The extent of this danger is not sufficiently appreciated by
the public. It is our duty to change this. General Lee Butler was US Commander of Strategic Nuclear Forces,
with the day to day responsibility for operations, discipline, training of tens of thousands of crew members, the
systems that they operated and the warheads those systems were designed to deliver. I came away from that
experience deeply troubled by what I see as the burden of building and maintaining nuclear arsenals. As long
as some have them and extol their value others will seek and eventually obtain them thus increasing daily the
risk of proliferation. As long as they exist the risk they will be used, either by design, accident, or madness,
increases. Any use would be unacceptable. The conclusion is that steps must immediately be taken to lower
their political currency, stop their spread, reduce their numbers, reduce the risks of their use, and begin a legal,
verifiable, universal process leading to their prompt elimination. The risk presses us to action. How many
unlikely events happen every day? Think of the meltdown at Fukushima, or the unlikely and rapid end of the
Cold War. The consequences of the unexpected assassination of Archduke Ferdinand in Sarajevo that led so
quickly to World War I must be placed in context and serve as a warning. Historian Eric Hobsbawn reminds
us: No persons had been assassinated at frequent intervals for decades. In principle, nobody even minded a
great power leaning heavily on a small troublesome neighbor. Since then some five thousand books have been
written to explain the apparently inexplicable: Add to this the ongoing and increasing practices of cyber
interference, religious fanaticism, sophisticated criminal organizations, civil wars, wars between developing
countries and dangerous insecurities in the Middle East, and we cannot be surprised if any, some or all of these
events conspire to produce a bloody, broad and protracted war. It is an arrogant illusion to think that by
accident, mechanical failure, or foolish human folly these weapons will never be used. Even under the best of
circumstances mistakes can be made. B52 aircraft that collided with tankers and scattered nuclear weapons
across the coast and into the offshore seas of Spain. A B52 bomber with nuclear weapons aboard that crashed
in North Carolina, and on investigation it was discovered that on one of those weapons, 6 of the 7 safety
devices that prevent a nuclear explosion had failed as a result of the crash. There are dozens of such incidents.
Nuclear missile-laden submarines that experienced catastrophic accidents and now lie at the bottom of the
ocean. How much time is enough to rectify human or mechanical error? How much time is there in a crisis
between India and Pakistan, a computer hacker creating an illusion of attack, or a terrorist posing as a state
actor? What threat to our security is possibly greater than the threat posed by the weapons themselves? Resting
the security of civilization on the certainty that deterrence-based deployments capable of ending civilization in
an afternoon will never fail in preventing the unthinkable is an unacceptable and logically unsustainable risk.
It is also arrogant. It is an unstable means of pursuing security that is, in truth, unworthy of civilization. There
is an obvious similarity in solutions that seek to address a wide range of present serious global threats, such as:
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New levels of international cooperation, trust, and law are necessary. Will this be accomplished in a world
where several nations consider their security interests so superior to all others that they claim that nuclear
weapons are legitimate for them but not others? Nuclear weapons elimination is part of the pursuit of a global
security order that must be achieved. We have solved the mystery of the atom and forgotten the lessons of the
Sermon on the Mount. We know more about war than we know about peace, more about dying than we know
about living. If killing one innocent person is a sin; how shall we evaluate the organized preparedness to kill
all people by the creation of devices the use of which is only established by the credible deployment and
readiness to use them? All human beings, of any and every race, color, ethnicity, level of intelligence, religion,
language, nationality, gender, character, behavior, physical or intellectual capacity, are of immeasurable value,
possess inherent inviolable dignity, and are sacred. At what stage of the development of the individual this
inherent sacred value commences is open to debate, but the inherent value of the individual is a normative
value recognized in all current civilizations. Murdering individuals is thus illegal and unacceptable. It is true
and good that several Popes have made pronouncements decrying nuclear weapons and the Grand Ayatollah
has even issued a fatwa condemning them. That is not the same as admonishing and clarifying on a regular
basis at every level of clerical leadership that moral accountability attaches to personal and national policies
and actions. There is a need to convene religious leaders who are concerned about life, the environment, and
moral and spiritual values along with policy experts and plan ways and means of working together to end the
threat posed by nuclear weapons, to make the issue a local and personal moral concern for every person and to
bring their institutions into accord with these aspirations. Annex 1 What a nuclear bomb does: The fireball
created by a nuclear explosion will be much hotter than the surface of the sun for fractions of a second and
will radiate light and heat, as do all objects of very high temperature. Because the fireball is so hot and close to
the earth, it will deliver enormous amounts of heat and light to the terrain surrounding the detonation point,
and it will be hundreds or thousands of times brighter than the sun at noon. If the fireball is created by the
detonation of a 1-MT [megaton] nuclear weapon, for example, within roughly eight- to nine-tenths of a second
each section of its surface will be radiating about three times as much heat and light as a comparable area of
the sun itself. The intense flash of light and heat from the explosion of a KT weapon can carbonize exposed
skin and cause clothing to ignite.
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Ted Hesburgh in his office at the University of Notre Dame. We all know that we are the first generation of
humans since Genesis that can totally destroy the human species and make our beautiful planet uninhabitable.
To read the introduction and the question and answer session, please download the PDF at the bottom of the
page. I would like to consider with you tonight what I believe to be the greatest moral problem of all time: It is
a dilemma now almost 45 years old. The danger is that having lived with it this long without being
annihilated, we may have become accustomed to having it around. The beast has continued to grow and has
become infinitely more dangerous, but, thus far, not fatal to humanity. Most of us were around when the beast
was born. I am sure many have forgotten a prescient editorial that appeared in TIME magazine, August 20, ,
within days of the bombing of Hiroshima. A section of that editorial was entitled, "The Bomb. The greatest
and most terrible of wars was ending, this week, in the echoes of an enormous eventâ€”an event so much more
enormous that, relative to it, the war itself shrank to minor significance. The knowledge of victory was as
charged with sorrow and doubt as with joy and gratitude. More fearful responsibilities, more crucial liabilities
rested on the victors even than on the vanquished. In what they said and did, men were still, as in the
aftershock of a great wound, bemused and only semi-articulate, whether they were soldiers or scientists, or
great statesmen, or the simplest of men. But in the dark depths of their minds and hearts, huge forms moved
and silently arrayed themselves: Titans, arranging out of the chaos an age in which victory was already only
the shout of a child in the street. With the controlled splitting of the atom, humanity, already profoundly
perplexed and disunified, was brought inescapably into a new age in which all thoughts and things were
splitâ€”and far from controlled. As most men realized, the first atomic bomb was a merely pregnant threat, a
merely infinitesimal promise. All thoughts and things were split. The sudden achievement of victory was a
mercy, to the Japanese no less than to the United Nations, but mercy born of a ruthless force beyond anything
in human chronicle. The race had been won, the weapon had been used by those on whom civilization could
best hope to depend; but the demonstration of power against living creatures instead of dead matter created a
bottomless wound in the living conscience of the race. The rational mind had won the most Promethean of its
conquests over nature, but had put into the hands of common man the fire and force of the sun itself. Was man
equal to the challenge? In an instant, without warning, the present had become the unthinkable future. Was
there hope In that future, and if so, where did hope lie? Even as men saluted the greatest and most grimly
Pyrrhic of victories In all the gratitude and good spirit they could muster, they recognized that the discovery
which had done most to end the worst of wars might also, quite conceivably, end all warsâ€”if only man could
learn its control and use. The promise of good and of evil bordered alike on the infiniteâ€”with this further,
terrible split in the fact that upon a people already so nearly drowned in materialism even in peacetime, the
good uses of this power might easily bring disaster as prodigious as the evil. The bomb rendered all decisions
made so far, at Yalta and at Potsdam, mere trivial dams across tributary rivulets. When the bomb split open the
universe and revealed the prospect of the infinitely extraordinary, it also revealed the oldest, simplest,
commonest, most neglected and most important of facts: Now reason and spirit meet on final ground. If either
or anything is to survive, they must find a way to create an indissoluble partnership. We are still facing this
greatest moral challenge of all time: What do we do about this monster that we have created, nourished, and
developed to a point where its nefarious power today is literally a million times greater than in ? It is difficult
to express this In words. L Doctorow, whose craft is words, tried to express it in Moscow recently when
speaking to the International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War. His address was also entitled, "The
Bomb. It burns as the sun burns. It turns people Into light. It turns their cities into radiant ashpits. It
disintegrates the ordinary miracles of the diurnal world. And sentient life in a million beautiful versions, every
moving shuddering birth, every egg wet baby, everything that walks gallops flies hops swims or opens in the
morning, every pulse in the organic earthbody, is forever stilled. Life is profoundly and eternally humiliated.
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All music dies In the throat. All cries of ecstasy, all liturgy. The things we meant to say And all this is called
nuclear capability. Therefore, I offer for your consideration the idea that The Bomb is, before anything else, a
staggering impiety, a profound theological offense. This must be the greatest blasphemy of all. How could we
not see this In the depths of our consciences? Still back in , Albert Einstein, aghast at the results of his creative
work in the holocausts of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, prophesied that the unleashed power of the atom would
change everything except our mode of thinking and we would drift toward unparalleled disaster. We have had
our share of prophetic voices in the years since , but somehow we have continued to drift. Even President
Eisenhower, the greatest general in World War 11, warned us in of the senseless drift toward disaster: Every
gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired signifies, in the final sense, a theft from those
who hunger and are not fed, those who are cold and are not clothed. This world in arms is not spending money
alone. It is spending the sweat of its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the hopes of its children. This is not a
way of life at all in any true sense. Under the cloud of threatening war, it is humanity hanging from a cross of
iron. Some of us spoke whenever we could of the growing overhang of the nuclear mushroom cloud. But the
nuclear arms race continued apace, growing like a malignant cancer, especially here and in the Soviet Union.
We did it because they did it; they did it because we did it. As one Soviet official told me, your hawks nourish
our hawks and our hawks feed your hawks. The doves a pejorative word do not really count. The nuclear
arsenal grew in numbers, megatonnage, new and more accurate systems of delivery, and now, in outer space.
When most of these earlier concerns were voiced, we had few weapons, and delivery systems that required ten
hours or more by slow-moving bombers. Now we have shortened the fuse to such a few minutes that we face
the abysmal prospect of handing the future of the human race over to mindless, amoral, and let it be said, often
faulty computers. Academician Velikhov once told me that what he feared most was not us, but our
computers. He then added, "and ours are worse. For example, we had the atom bomb in , they in ; we the
intercontinental bomber in , they in ; we the jet bomber in , they in ; we the H-bomb , they in ; they beat us by
one year to the intercontinental ballistic missile in We introduced photo-reconnaissance from satellites in ,
they in We initiated submarine launched missiles in , they in We launched the solid fuel ICBM in , they in
They beat us to the anti-ballistic missile, albeit a crude one, in ; ours came in We were first to initiate multiple
re-entry vehicles in ; they did likewise in Obviously, the arms race accelerated at each new step. Shall we,
instead, choose death, because we cannot forget our quarrels? We appeal, as human beings to human beings:
Remember your humanity and forget the rest. About a quarter of our scientists and engineers worldwide were
engaged in the macabre arms race. What caught the headlines were the war games spokesmen. Fred Kaplan, in
his book The Wizards of Armageddon, portrays the efforts of the intellectuals and scientists who have
analyzed American nuclear policy while rotating between the Departments of Defense and State and the
national think tanks on the East and West Coasts. After almost pages of record, he concludes: They performed
their calculations and spoke their strange and esoteric tongues because to do otherwise would be to recognize,
all too clearly and constantly, the ghastliness of their contemplations. They contrived their options because
without them the bomb would appear too starkly as the thing that they had tried to prevent it from being but
that ultimately it would become if it ever were usedâ€”a device of sheer mayhem, a weapon whose
cataclysmic powers no one really had the faintest idea of how to control. The nuclear strategists had come to
impose orderâ€”but in the end, chaos still prevailed. It almost seemed like a case of spontaneous combustion,
a bit late, but welcome. I recall walking across the campus after a lecture on what would happen if a one
megaton bomb exploded over South Bend. I looked around at the beautiful fall scene, students hurrying to and
from class, the trees resplendent, peace and beauty and vitality everywhere I looked. Then the reality of the
nuclear threat: It was like a religious conversion. Everything I had been working onâ€”human rights,
economic and social development in the Third World, immigration and refugees, higher education
worldwideâ€”all irrelevant in a flash. No human beings; no human problems. I decided then and there to put
highest priority on this primordial problem. I suspect that this happened to many others in the early s. The
physicians organized worldwide, , under Dr. Bernard Lown of Harvard and Dr. Chazov, now minister of
health for Russia. This led to an unusual U. Lawyers and businessmen organized against nuclear war. There
was even MEND:
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Worldwide nuclear testing totals, US fallout exposure The application of nuclear technology , both as a source
of energy and as an instrument of war, has been controversial. The question of whether nations should have
nuclear weapons, or test them, has been continually and nearly universally controversial. In , at the height of
the Cold War , about 50, women brought together by Women Strike for Peace marched in 60 cities in the
United States to demonstrate against nuclear weapons. The project was cancelled in and anti-nuclear success
at Wyhl inspired opposition to nuclear power in other parts of Europe and North America. Nuclear power
became an issue of major public protest in the s. This was the first such nuclear weapon loss in history.
According to a researcher at the Natural Resources Defense Council, it was one of the most powerful bombs
made to date. A B Stratofortress carrying two Mark 39 nuclear bombs broke up in mid-air, dropping its
nuclear payload in the process. The KC was completely destroyed when its fuel load ignited, killing all four
crew members. The BG broke apart, killing three of the seven crew members aboard. The non-nuclear
explosives in two of the weapons detonated upon impact with the ground, resulting in the contamination of a
2-square-kilometer acre 0. The aircraft was carrying four hydrogen bombs when a cabin fire forced the crew to
abandon the aircraft. Six crew members ejected safely, but one who did not have an ejection seat was killed
while trying to bail out. The bomber crashed onto sea ice in Greenland , causing the nuclear payload to rupture
and disperse, which resulted in widespread radioactive contamination. The accident was caused by a
maintenance man who dropped a socket from a socket wrench down an foot shaft, puncturing a fuel tank on
the rocket. Leaking fuel resulted in a hypergolic fuel explosion, jettisoning the W warhead beyond the launch
site. Radioactive fallout from nuclear weapons testing was first drawn to public attention in when the Castle
Bravo hydrogen bomb test at the Pacific Proving Grounds contaminated the crew and catch of the Japanese
fishing boat Lucky Dragon. The incident caused widespread concern around the world, especially regarding
the effects of nuclear fallout and atmospheric nuclear testing , and "provided a decisive impetus for the
emergence of the anti-nuclear weapons movement in many countries". The money is going to people who took
part in the tests, notably at the Nevada Test Site , and to others exposed to the radiation. The industry
implicitly accepts this conduct as it can not operate without these practices. Some personnel were not properly
trained resulting intheir own exposure to toxic amounts of radiation. At several facilities there are ongoing
failures to perform required radiological screenings or to implement corrective actions. Many questions
regarding these nuclear worker conditions go unanswered, and with the exception of a few whistleblowers, the
vast majority of laborers - unseen, underpaid, overworked and exploited, have few incentives to share their
stories. The study evaluated 31 types of cancers, primary and secondary. Circumventing these problems
involves cutting back on civil liberties , such as freedom of speech and assembly. So, Brian Martin says that
"nuclear power is not a suitable power source for a free society". Department of Energy called for a policy of
"new openness", initiating the release of over 1. These records revealed that since the s, the Atomic Energy
Commission was conducting widespread testing on human beings without their consent. Children, pregnant
women, as well as male prisoners were injected with or orally consumed radioactive materials. Ethics and
International Affairs. Hashmi and Steven P. Ethics and Weapons of Mass Destruction: Religious and Secular
Perspectives. The Evolution of International Security Studies. Nuclear Energy, Pro and Con". The New York
Times. Journal of Political Ecology. Environmental and Social Ruin in the American West. Half-Lives and
Half Truths: Confronting the Radioactive Legacies of the Cold War. School for Advanced Research Press.
Retrieved 31 March University of Washington Press. Uranium Mining Communities in the American West.
University Press of Colorado. Now we are all sons of bitches". Women Environmental Artist Directory. The
Navajo People and Uranium Mining. University of New Mexico Press. Retrieved 21 April H-Bomb Fell Near
Albuquerque in ". Retrieved 31 August Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. The National Archives hold[s] deck
logs for aircraft carriers for the Vietnam Conflict. Accessed Aug 24, Archived from the original on Arkansas
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Ethics in the nuclear age Book Whitmore, T. This book presents a seminar interested in creating a forum that would
encourage the further development of the conversation between strategists and the churches which was generated by
pastoral letter.
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Get this from a library! Political realism and international morality: ethics in the nuclear age. [Kenneth Kipnis; Diana T
Meyers; International Association for Philosophy of Law and Social Philosophy.

7: International Ethics in the Nuclear Age
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

8: Esteemed Cryptologist Encourages Ethical Thinking in the Nuclear Age
The importance of reflection and reflective practice are frequently noted in the literature; indeed, reflective capacity is
regarded by many as an essential characteristic for professional competence.

9: Medical ethics in the nuclear age.
The world may never face another scientific and ethical dilemma on par with the creation and use of nuclear weapons.
Technology, though, is constantly evolving and there are a number of developments that will inevitably cause moral
debate.
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